METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR NETWORK AND SERVICE CONTROLLED HYBRID ACCESS

Abstract: Method for network controlled optimization of the hybrid access traffic management for a residential user connected via a hybrid access home gateway, which provides at least two different network links with different technology to a core network, wherein the core network has a connection to the internet, wherein in the core network a Hybrid Access Server is located, which has a connection to the to the hybrid access enabled home gateway, over the two network links, comprising the steps wherein by using the following information available from the fixed and mobile access and aggregation networks comprising the steps: - extracting by the Hybrid Access Server one or more of the following information: Network link availability, Network link utilization, Quality of Service information with respect to the services requested from the home gateway; - selection of networks links, selection of the network traffic routing, and/or selection of the service routing by the Hybrid Access Server in communication with the hybrid access home gateway and/or other components in the network.
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Field of the Invention

The invention relates to method or device for network controlled optimization of a hybrid access traffic management for a residential user connected via a hybrid access home gateway, which provides at least two different network links with different technology to a core network, wherein the core network has a connection to the internet, wherein in the core network a Hybrid Access Server is located, which has a connection to the to the hybrid access enabled home gateway, over the two or more network links.

Background of Invention

Internet-based services and applications are rapidly growing and are fundamental to fulfill people's needs in areas such as communication, banking, shopping, information, education and entertainment. High performance internet access solutions are an important prerequisite. Currently, in most cases residential customers use DSL technologies (such as ADSL or VDSL) for Internet access, whereas mobile customers use cellular technologies (such as GSM, UMTS or LTE). The maximum data rates which can be provided via DSL depend on the length of the access line. For longer distances, e.g. in rural areas, in many cases only a few Mbit/s are feasible. To
mitigate limitations in the access, a bonding of multiple access links can be applied. Solutions are available in particular for business customers, e.g. bonding of multiple DSL lines [1].

It is also possible to combine access links provided by different media, such as DSL and cellular access, as for example described in [2]. This "hybrid access" is technically much more challenging than the combination of multiple links of the same media, in particular due to the high dynamics of the mobile access link (e.g. in terms of available throughput or latency) and due to the completely different access and core network architectures of existing fixed and mobile networks. A typical available solution for a "hybrid access" is sketched in Fig. 1. It consists of multiple "hybrid access clients" (e.g. residential gateways or other devices such as desktop or laptop computers) controlled by a common "hybrid access server". (For simplicity reasons in Fig. 1 only one client is depicted.) Each hybrid access client has at least two access interfaces, one for example for DSL access and another one for example for access to cellular networks (e.g. UMTS networks or LTE networks). The hybrid access server is located in the public Internet. It is the common anchor point which processes all data packets from/to the client when communicating with an applications host (e.g. a content server), e.g. located in the public Internet. The traffic between the hybrid access clients and the hybrid access server is controlled by distributed "hybrid access algorithms and protocols" which decide which part of the user traffic will be transmitted via which access medium. The traffic split can be done with different granularities, e.g. packet-wise splitting or distributing the different IP flows. In addition to the user traffic some control traffic generated by the hybrid access algorithms and protocols has to be transmitted via the different access channels. In many cases, tunnels between a hybrid access client and the hybrid access server are established over the differ-
ent access channels (e.g. using OpenVPN), e.g. for security reasons.

More sophisticated solutions try to perform measurements of instantaneous channel parameters (see e.g. [4]) of the different access links and use these parameters as input for algorithms controlling the traffic flows. However, the measurements often show a low accuracy and produce additional traffic overhead.

The general drawback of the current hybrid access solutions, including solutions working above IP layer (e.g. "Multipath TCP" [3]) is that they work "over the top", that means the networks between the hybrid access client and the hybrid access server are used as unknown "clouds". Knowledge available in the access and core networks (e.g. network load, available capacity, requested or used services ...) is not utilized for the algorithms controlling the hybrid access. Moreover, if tunnels are used via the different links between hybrid access client and hybrid access server, it may not be possible to reach service control platforms located in the operator's core network, e.g. an IMS platform to control a "Voice over IP (VoIP)" service.

**Summary of Invention**

The invention comprises a method for network controlled optimization of the hybrid access traffic management for a residential user connected via a hybrid access home gateway, which provides at least two different network links with different technology to a core network, wherein the core network has a connection to the internet, wherein in the core network a Hybrid Access Server is located, which has a connection to the to the hybrid access enabled home gateway, over the two network links,

wherein by using information available from the fixed and mo-
bile access and aggregation networks the method comprises the steps:
- extracting by the Hybrid Access Server one or more of the following information: Network link availability, Network link utilization, Quality of Service information with respect to the services requested from the home gateway, Short-term and long-term prediction of available capacity on selected network segments, progress information on performing transport tasks (e.g. based on buffer fill level at the interfaces of network nodes)
- control of the following processes by the Hybrid Access Server in communication with the hybrid access home gateway and/or other components in the network based on the extracted information: activation and selection of networks links, selection of the network traffic routing, IP packet or higher layer data segment distribution to the different links and/or selection of the service routing including dynamic session or service or service category assignment to the different links.
Optional it is possible to adapt the transport network characteristics or content quality: adaption of scheduling and prioritization in selected network segments, implementation of fairness or policies over the entire hybrid link, equalization of link parameters and limitation of link parameter differences by the network to achieve a more homogeneous appearance to higher network layers, adaption of content quality to the performance of the hybrid link.

In a preferred embodiment the one network link is established via a mobile network and the other via a cable connection, preferably DSL. The mobile network is preferably a GSM, GPRS, EDGE, UMTS, LTE, CDMA etc network.

To optimize the connection the cell of the mobile network link can be selected if several cells are accessible. The selection is done based on the instantaneous and/or average load of the mobile cells, to provide a maximum data rate and/or minimum
response delay, wherein the selection can take into account different times of a day. In a possible approach the cell selection can be done based on a long term prediction of the daily load in the cells. This allows a daily selection principle. In reaction to very high loads or a strong demand of bandwidth the cells can also be changed in a very short reaction time.

In another embodiment the Hybrid Access Server is in communication with the hybrid access home gateway to define routes for different services provided to the end user over different links, to ensure quality demands of the services. By this approach, for example Internet communication can be performed over the wireless link, wherein streaming of video or audio can be performed over the DSL-connection. The Hybrid Access Server gets the information from different network components, within the fixed or mobile access networks, or the fixed or mobile core networks.

The different types of services requested by an end user can be determined by the hybrid access home gateway on the basis of IP-address, protocol, sockets etc.

Also the Hybrid Access Server gets its information by being connected with the mobile and fixed network components to retrieve information about the network status:

- For the aggregation and core networks all involved components (especially routers, switches and similar equipment) should report about their current load situation and the current utilization of the used links. The mentioned components can be:
  - For LTE networks: Serving Gateway (S-GW), Packet Gateway (P-GW)
  - For DSL networks: Broadband Remote Access Router (BBRAR)
o For UMTS and GSM networks: The Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN) and Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN)

o All other kinds of switches and routers

- For access networks:
  o In case of a shared medium (e.g. wireless networks, cable TV networks): The controller of the shared medium should be report about the current load of the shared medium and about the link conditions (e.g. modulation and coding scheme) to the hybrid access clients. The controller can be:
    - enhanced NodeB in case of LTE
    - Base Station Controller (BSC) in case of GSM
    - Radio Network Controller (RNC) in case of UMTS
    - Cable Modem Termination System (CMTS) in case of a cable TV network
  o In case of non shared medium (e.g. DSL networks) the controller of the access link should report about the current link condition to the hybrid access clients. The controller can be:
    - Digital Subscriber Line Access Multiplexer (DSLAM) in case of DSL

Regarding mobile networks the requested parameters for new Operation and Management Systems are described by the following requirement specification of NGMN Alliance (R19/page 24):

http://www.ngmn.org/uploads/media/NGMN_Recommendation ON SON and Q M_Requirements.pdf

Therefore it can be expected that in near future nearly all of these parameters can be used for hybrid access in the context of the solution described herein.
Also the Hybrid Access Server can be in connection to the components of the core network to retrieve information of the services used by the hybrid access home gateway and/or the QoS (Quality of Services) Classes assigned to the services. This information is typically available from IMS (IP Multimedia Subsystem) or SIP (Session Initiation Protocol) entities. In terms of IMS these are Resource and Admission Control Function (RACF) and Call Session Control Function (CSCF). Related to SIP these are Application Layer Gateway and SIP Proxy Server.

The Hybrid Access Server calculates a long term prediction of parameters of the access channels and/or short term corrective update. The long term prediction uses information collected over several months to predict the daily network demands of the end users. Furthermore the load of the network components of the core, access and mobile network can be monitored and be used to setup the connection and the selection of the cells of the hybrid access home gateway.

For example the bandwidth or the load is estimated by using performance test regularly and/or by requesting information from a mobile base station.

On the basis of this information the link in the mobile network can be changed by forcing a handover between cells, which is performed on basis of an instruction of the Hybrid Access Server to establish a load balancing with respect to different cells.

The hybrid access home gateway has in general several network connections to the home network, via Ethernet or WLAN to connect local units.

When an end user requests with a connected end user device for a different and/or additional service the Hybrid Access Server will be informed by the components in the network and can
change the downlink routing as well as trigger the hybrid access home gateway to change the uplink routing over the network links specifically for the services. Also this information can be provided by the hybrid access home gateway to the Hybrid Access Server. The connection between the units can use a defined service protocol which allows an exchange of information and which allows a setup of the hybrid access home gateway, especially to setup the routing.

Another aspect of the invention is a system comprising of a Hybrid Access Server and a hybrid access home gateway configured to implement the method according to the claims. The units have the network interfaces described above and implement the process described.

The performance, the efficiency and flexibility of hybrid access solutions can be significantly improved if information available in the access and core networks is used to optimize the hybrid access traffic control mechanisms. Information extracted out of different parts of the networks can be out of the following categories:

- Resource availability and resource utilization as well as QoS (Quality of Service) information in the access and aggregation networks
- Information about service requests, service utilization and related QoS information available in the core networks

By providing the hybrid access algorithms with this kind of information and by integrating the hybrid access server in the core network of a network operator the following advantages can be achieved:

- Provide all users (fixed access users, hybrid access users and mobile users) with optimal quality and performance by
an overarching traffic management, including an overarching QoS control and prioritization

• Optimized utilization of all available resources in the networks.

**Brief Description of Drawings**

Fig. 1 shows the component of the Hybrid access network;
Fig. 2 shows an implementation of the Method according to the invention based on Fig. 1

**Detailed Description of Preferred Embodiments**

One example for the invention is a network controlled optimization of the hybrid access traffic management for a residential user connected via a hybrid access enabled home gateway by using the following information available from the fixed and mobile access and aggregation networks:

• From the fixed access network: Information about the DSL bit rate available for a certain residential user.

• From the mobile access network: Information about the instantaneous and average load of the mobile cells (including average load over day time) suited to cover the hybrid access enabled home gateway and about the maximum data rate possible to the dedicated residential user (depending or radio propagation conditions)

Based on this information, the hybrid access algorithm can perform the following functionality (among others):

1. Setting of optimum average distributions of traffic between the different access channels. The setting may change over day time taking into account that the load in the mobile network may be different for different times.
of the day. Based on known load distributions over the day also a prediction of the available capacity in the future is possible.

2. Decision to which mobile radio cell the hybrid access client will be connected: If the hybrid access client may be able to establish connections to different radio cells in the surrounding area, the cell with the lowest load shall be selected, although this cell may not provide the best radio coverage (i.e. load balancing between neighboring radio cells).

These functions are possible by incorporating information out of the networks. The overarching capacity and load management ensures for example, that there is no negative impact on the mobile users by hybrid access users.

A second example is a service controlled steering of the hybrid access mechanism. If the user for example wants to initiate a voice call then the hybrid access server will be informed by the related core network components (e.g. IMS) and decides not to split the traffic but transporting it via a single access link, e.g. the DSL connection. But if during the voice call the user may decide to initiate a second service, e.g. a video streaming, which could be advantageously transported for example via the DSL link, then the algorithm may decide to switch the voice call to the cellular link if for example the DSL link may not be able to support the voice and video service simultaneously with sufficient quality.

In Fig. 1 and 2 the basic principle of the invention are illustrated. In contrast to previous solutions, the hybrid access server is located in the core network of a network operator and has connections to the following network entities:
1. Connection to entities in the mobile access & aggregation network performing traffic control and resource management:

At these entities information is available about the average load of the radio cells and in addition an instantaneous view on the requested resources by the users in the radio cells and resources still available in the radio cells (e.g. available in the scheduler at a mobile base station). Furthermore, the mobility management, including handovers between radio cells, is performed at these components.

2. Connection to mobile core components (incl. mobility management, service delivery & control, QoS control ...):

At these components information about the services used by the mobile users in the radio cells, about the QoS classes assigned to dedicated services or to different users, etc. is available. The mobility management is controlled here.

3. Connection to fixed access & aggregation traffic control:

At these entities (which can be e.g. the DSLAM) information about the maximum data rates available for the different DSL users is available.

4. Connection to fixed core components (incl. service delivery & control, QoS control, resource and admission control ...):

At these components information about the services used by the fixed access users, about the QoS classes assigned to dedicated services or to different users and available resources for additional services is available.

For information exchange between the mentioned network entities and the hybrid access server protocols can be defined to standardize the information exchange.
With this new architecture and new methods, the following unique hybrid access functionalities can be realized:

1. Optimized network resource utilization, including:
   a. Long term prediction of parameters of the access channels (e.g. average available bandwidth, latency), complemented by short term adaptations (in particular for the mobile access channel). The short term information can be derived by two different methods:
      i. Measurement of short term parameters by methods as for example described in [4]. The drawback is that extra signaling overhead is generated
      ii. Extracting the information about requested resources by the users in the radio cells and resources still available in the radio cells out of the scheduler at a mobile base station.

The short term parameters of the access channels can be advantageously used in the hybrid access algorithm to optimize the assignment of traffic (e.g. packets or flows) to the different access channels.

b. Load balancing between mobile radio cells: If the hybrid access client may be able to establish connections to different radio cells in the surrounding area, the cell with the lowest load shall be selected (although this cell may not provide the best radio coverage). Furthermore, a network initiated handover can be performed in order to achieve a better load distribution between the radio cells. To initiate the handover, the hybrid access server can have a connection with the mobility management function located in the mobile core network or the mobile access network.
2. Service dependent control of hybrid access, including:
   a. Determine and predict data rate requirements of used services:
      By communicating with core network components of the fixed and the mobile network the hybrid access functionality can identify the used services of the hybrid access clients.
   b. Hybrid access traffic management adapted to requirements of used service: Using the knowledge about the used services the hybrid access functionality can steer the traffic to the most suitable access channel, e.g. to use only DSL for voice services
   c. Adapt service quality to available network resources: For services with an adaptable service quality (e.g. video streams that can be delivered with different resolutions and bitrates) the hybrid access can in cooperation with other core network components adapt the service quality taking into account all existing access links to the hybrid access client.

3. - Overarching QoS control, including:
   a. Prioritization of access channels depending on QoS requirements of used services and QoS agreements with users, respectively
   b. Optimize resource assignment according to overall "cost" criteria ("cost" may be for example according to an optimized fulfillment of the QoS requirements of all mobile and hybrid access users, according to effort for the network operator to transmit data via a certain access channel, ...). This can be done on a basis per client (e.g. that first all available resources of a DSL access channel is used before additional resources from a cellular access channel are
used). Additionally it possible to optimize the resource assignment for multiple hybrid access clients: As the hybrid access server can gather the information for several clients it can aim optimize the overall network usage of all hybrid access client, e.g. to provide a minimum data rate to all clients.

4. Optimization of (operator) network functionalities for hybrid access scenario.

Regarding items 1. - 3. Optimization is performed in the hybrid access home gateway and the hybrid access server based on information requested from the network. In further optimization steps some network functionalities can be adapted to the hybrid access scenario.

a. Scheduler of the mobile base station.
Currently there are different types of schedulers used to achieve a fair sharing of the base station resources. One type of scheduler distributes the resources based on equal time intervals (Round Robin).

Another type of scheduler considers link quality to achieve a better fairness (Proportional fair). A new "hybrid access proportional fair scheduler" also has to take the link quality of the DSL link into account.

b. Equalization of link parameter and limitation of link parameter differences in the transport network
Hybrid access algorithm show very good performance if the bonded hybrid links have similar parameters e.g. regarding throughput and delay. Furthermore some higher network layers like TCP adapt permanently to these link parameters, which is more efficient if the hybrid link shows a nearly stationary behav-
ior. Therefore, equalization of link parameter and limitation of link parameter differences can be an adequate mean to improve overall performance of the hybrid access. In "over the top" solutions hybrid access gateway and hybrid access server have only the possibility to delay or limit some traffic in one or other link which results in adjustment to the weakest link. Equalization in the transport network can additional use prioritization (e.g. in the MPLS transport network) and assignment of very high bandwidth in some network segments to compensate bottlenecks in other segments. This will result in better performance parameters of the hybrid access at expected lower cost for equalization due aggregation effects (e.g. hardware memory for data buffering is mainly unused if customer is offline).

c. Transcoding

Despite of using a hybrid access system by the customer some application e.g. video can show bad performance for some time. Often the perceptible quality can be improved (lower resolution is better than stuttering) if a transcoding is performed. The transcoding system and algorithm is now to be controlled by the hybrid access link quality.
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Acronyms

BS  Base Station
CN  Core Network

5 DSLAM  Digital Subscriber Line Access Multiplexer
       EPC  Evolved Packet Core
       GGSN Gateway GPRS Support Node
       GSM  Global System for Mobile Communications

10 IMS   IP Multimedia Subsystem
       LTE  Long-Term Evolution
       MS   Mobile Station
       P-GM Packet Gateway
       QoS  Quality of Service

15 RAN  Radio Access Network
       UMTS Universal Mobile Telecommunication System
       VoIP Voice over IP
Claims

1. Method for network controlled optimization of the hybrid access traffic management for a residential user connected via a hybrid access home gateway, which provides at least two different network links with different technology to a core network, wherein the core network has a connection to the internet, wherein in the core network a Hybrid Access Server is located, which has a connection to the to the hybrid access enabled home gateway, over the two network links, wherein by using the information available from the fixed and mobile access and aggregation networks, the method comprises the steps:

- extracting by the Hybrid Access Server one or more of the following information: Network link availability, Network link utilization, Quality of Service information with respect to the services requested from the hybrid access home gateway, short-term and long-term prediction of available capacity on selected network segments, progress information on performing transport tasks;

- control one or more of the following processes by the Hybrid Access Server in communication with the hybrid access home gateway and/or other components in the network based on the extracted information: activation and selection of networks links, selection of the network traffic routing, IP packet or higher layer data segment distribution to the different links and/or selection of the service routing including dynamic session or service or service category assignment to the different links.

2. The Method according to any of the previous claims wherein the adaption of transport network characteristics or
content quality is done by one more of the following steps: adaption of scheduling and prioritization in selected network segments, implementation of fairness or policies over the entire hybrid link, equalization of link parameter and limitation of link parameter differences by the network to achieve a more homogeneous appearance to higher network layers, adaption of content quality to the performance of the hybrid link.

3. The Method according to any of the previous claims, wherein one network link is established via a mobile network and the other via a cable connection, preferably DSL.

4. The method according to the previous claim, wherein the selection of the cell of the network link, is done based on the instantaneous and/or average load of the mobile cells, to provide a maximum data rate and/or minimum response delay, wherein the selection can take into account different times of a day.

5. The method according to one or more of the previous claims, wherein the Hybrid Access Server in communication with the hybrid access home gateway routes different services provided to the end user over different links, to ensure quality demands of the services.

6. The method according to the previous claim, wherein voice calls are routed over the mobile network if the DSL connection is used with a streaming service.

7. The method according to one or more of the previous claims, wherein the Hybrid Access Server is - in connection with the mobile network core components to retrieve information about the network cells and their occupation; and/or - in connections with the components of the DSL network, to retrieve information about the DSL speed and/or the
workload of the components; and/or
- in connections to the components of the core network to retrieve information of the services used by the hybrid access home gateway and/or the QoS (Quality of Service) Classes assigned to the services.

8. The method according to the previous claim, wherein the Hybrid Access Server calculates a long term prediction of parameters of the access channels and/or short term adaptation based on the extracted information, and performs the selection.

9. The method according to the previous claims, wherein the bandwidth is estimated by using test and/or by requesting information from a mobile base station.

10. The method according to one or more of the previous claims, wherein in the link in the mobile network an handover between cells can be performed on basis of an instruction of the Hybrid Access Server to establish a load balancing with respect to different cells.

10. The method according to one or more of the previous claims, wherein when an end user requests for a different and/or additional service the Hybrid Access Server will be informed by the components in the network and can trigger the hybrid access home gateway to change the routing over the network links specifically for the services.

11. The method according to one or more of the previous claims, wherein a scheduler of a mobile base station for the network link also takes the link quality of the other link, especially the DSL link, into account.

12. The method according to one or more of the previous claims, wherein the bonded links are set to similar pa-
rameters, especially regarding throughput and delay, which can be achieved by additional bandwidth assignment, prioritization or delaying of traffic in the respective network links.

13. The method according to one or more of the previous claims, wherein perceptible quality can be improved, by performing transcoding, which is controlled by the hybrid access link quality.

14. System comprising of a Hybrid Access Server and a hybrid access home gateway configured to implement the method according to the claims 1 to 13.
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